Robert Bly Alive in Darkness

Ill
Out on the bare, pioneer field, The frail body must wait till dusk To be lowered In the hot and sandy earth.
80
The sense of death as physical union with everything becomes a spiritual or moral force in life because it celebrates a loss of self into the other which is more absolute than the ego-loss presumably implied by the death of transcendence; the traditional mystic soul united with god as often seems swollen as lost in oneness.
Also the sense of corporeal dissolution of self is, Bly suggests, always with us.
Every sleep is a bodily premonition of death. Much of Silence concerns periods of transition between waking and sleep, between light and darkness. During such periods the deep image comes close to the surface because the mind sinks to the depths of the body, the body opens to the world.
The day shall never end, we think: We have hair that seems born for the daylight; But, at last, the quiet waters of the night will rise, And our skin shall see far off, as it does under water.
Perhaps it no longer seems paradoxical that the state of "approaching sleep" is most fully described in "Awakening."
We are approaching sleep: the chestnut blossoms in the mind For it is the sense of deeply perceived reality in the poetry that leads us in the first place to consider the prose articulation of the theory, and in fact Bly the poet, as he points out, was using the conflict between "masculine" and "feminine" as a metaphor long before he read Neumann and developed his theory. In Light, for instance, "The Busy Man Speaks" defines "the mother" in terms of "art," 
